Introduction.
This paper is mainly concerned with the study of a certain generalization, first touched on in another communication [lji1), of the concept Boolean ring, a generalization in which many of the formal properties, both ring and "logical," of the latter are preserved, and one which arises naturally from general ring-duality considerations previously introduced [2] (2). In the following section we first sketch certain basic notions of this theory, into which we further inject such concepts and theorems as point the theory toward a general logical algebra of rings. Within the framework of such a general logical algebra the class of Boolean-like rings is found coextensive with a certain section of the class of rings which are interdefinably equivalent to their logical algebra, namely, the section in which the relations connecting the basic ring and logical notions are formally identical with those which obtain in the special case of Boolean rings.
In terms of the general logical ring-complement, *, the usual concept of Boolean ring B is completely characterized by the idem potency condition: aa* = 0 for all a of B. For Boolean-like rings II it is found that this is replaced by the two (independent) conditions (D" of §3) :
aa*66* = 0, a + a = 0 (a, b G H).
In place of ordinary idempotence each element a of H is found to be weakly idempotent : a* = a2; this condition is however not characteristic of Booleanlike rings.
All simple Boolean-like algebraic extensions of a Boolean ring are given in §4.
In § §5-7 the role of the nilpotent ideal (and its ring-dual, the unipotent ideal) in a ring R is explored, especially in conjunction with the previously introduced ([l] , also §5) concept: the idempotent Boolean ring of R. It is found that the three notions of idempotency, nilpotency and unipotency are very symmetrically related in the case of Boolean-like rings H (Theorems 14-Presented to the Society, February 24, 1945 ; received by the editors January 7, 1945.
(1) The numbers in brackets denote references given at the end of the paper.
(2) Throughout this paper the term ring is used synonymously with commutative ring with unit element, and this applies in particular to Boolean rings. As shown in [l] , the ring duality theory of [2] may be extended to general rings (not necessarily containing a unit element, nor even commutative).
By means of such an extension it is not difficult to modify the Boolean-like ring theory of this paper so that the latter constitutes not merely a generalization of the concept Boolean ring (with unit element), but also of the concept Boolean ring (in which no unit element is demanded), as used by Stone [3] .
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 17). Moreover it turns out that in 77 each element h is uniquely expressible h = b + r, as the sum of idem potent * and nilpotent r¡ of H (Theorem 18). Finally a new characterization of Boolean-like rings in terms of these notions is given by Theorem 19. § §7 and 8 are concerned with the abstract synthesis of Boolean-like rings. The structure of all finite Boolean-like rings (as a hypercomplex ring over £2 = 2-element Boolean ring) is given by Theorem 23.
2. Ring-duality and logical algebra of rings. In the communication [2] , which deals with a duality theory of general (commutative) rings (with unit element), (£, +, X), it was shown, among other things, that the theorems and concepts of £ can be arranged in dual pairs according to a certain duality theorem for rings (see below), and that this duality reduces to the familiar Boolean duality in case £ is a Boolean ring.
In particular, in this theory 0 and 1 are dual elements of £, which elements we also refer to as the Logical-null and -universe of £ respectively(3). Again a X *(= ab) = ring product, a (g> * (also written aAb) = a + b -ab = dual ring product are dual ring operations (the ring product is also called Logical product in £, the dual ring product is also called Logical sum in £) ; and the unary operation, *, It is not necessary here to consider other sets of dual concepts. Restricted to the above, the ring-duality theorem of [2] reduces to: Duality theorem for rings (restricted). If P(0, 1; X, A; *; +, ©;
-, -0-) is a true proposition of the ring R, so also is its dual, d\P = £(1,0; A, X;*; 0, +;0, -), obtained by replacing each argument in P by its dual. As already anticipated by previous terminology, of the various concepts defined in a ring £ we designate (6) X,A;*;0, 1 as the basic Logical concepts of £, and the system (7) (£, X,A;*;0, 1)
we call the Logical algebra of the ring (£, +, X). Among the Logical theorems of £ (that is, theorems which may be formulated entirely in terms of Logical concepts), we recall the following:
(LI) (R, X) is a closed, commutative, associative system in which the null (0) and universe (1) of the ring satisfy la = al = a; 0a = 0O = 0.
dl (LI) (£, A) is a closed, commutative, associative system in which the null (0) and universe (1) of the ring satisfy 0Aa = aA0 = a; lAa = «Al = 1, (L2) 0** = (a*)* = 0; 0* = 1; 1* = 0; a* = ** -> a = *.
"DeMorgan" formula for rings.
(L3) (ab)* = 0* A **, dl(L3) (aA*)* = a***. The dual ring additions (2.1) and subtractions (2.2) are not in general Logical concepts of a ring R. In the case of certain classes of rings, however, + (and ©) of (R, +, © ; X, A; *), and therefore the complete ring R, is Logically definable, that is, definable in terms of the Logical algebra (R, X, A; *; 0,1).
For such rings, then, the two notions, ring and Logical algebra, are interdefinably equivalent.
One such Logically definable class of rings, as shown in [2] , is the class of Boolean rings with unit element, that is (Stone [3] ), the class of (necessarily commutative) rings with unit element in which each element is idempotent
For such we have the well known definition of +, (9) a + b = ab* A a*b, dl (9) a@b= (aA6*)(a*A6).
Here the right of (9) is more familiar in the \J, C\, ~ (logical sum, product, complement) notation as a+b=(aC\b~)\J(a~r\b).
A second important class of logically definable rings, with which however we are not concerned in this paper, is the class of all (commutative) fields, as indicated in [2] and shown in detail in [4] . In this case the definition of + in terms of logical notions is more complex than in the Boolean case, (9), and will not be repeated here.
3. Definitions and basic properties. We now define : (D) A Boolean-like ring (H,+, X) is a Logically definable commutative ring with unit element, in which + is defined by the formula (9).
In other words, the class of Boolean-like rings is the most general Logically definable class of commutative rings with unit element, in which the ring sum, +, has the same formal Logical definition, (9), as in the case of Boolean rings. Hence, in particular, every Boolean ring is also Boolean-like. That the converse is not true is shown by the following ring, Hi, It is then easily verified that (9) holds, and hence that 774 is Boolean-like. Moreover 774 is clearly not a Boolean ring, as is evident from p2 = 0. This is the simplest example of a Boolean-like ring which is not also Boolean.
Using (9) 
ab(a Ab) = 3a*. Proof. This again follows from Theorem 1 ; in fact, as a consequence of the fundamental structure theorem of finite Abelian groups applied to the + of a ring, the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds for any ring of characteristic 2.
Theorem 5. Each element, a, of a Boolean-like ring satisfies
Proof. Put a = 6 in (10), and use Theorems 1 and 3:
a2(a A a) = 3a2 = a2, a2-a2 = a2.
From this one immediately has the following:
Corollary.
For each element a of a Boolean-like ring, and for all nonnegative integers n,
That is, there are at most 3 powers a, a2, az of a which are distinct. (See also §7.)
We may call an element a of a ring R weakly idempotent if a satisfies (13). While the ordinary idem potency, (8), of each element of (a commutative ring with unit element) R characterizes R as a Boolean ring, the weak idempotency of every element of R does not guarantee that R is Boolean-like, Thus, for instance, each element of ( (4)), the ring of residues mod 4, is weakly idemootent, but not each element satisfies (11), whence ( (4)) is not Boolean-like.
Moreover R need not be Boolean-like even when (13) and (11) are both satisfied by each of its elements. This is seen from the quaternion ring, Q, over the field of residues mod 2, that is Q = {qi + qii + q*j + qik} (<7,-= 0 or 1; i2 = j2 = k2 = 1; if = fi = k; ik = ki = j; jk = kf = i).
Here (11) and (13) are satisfied for all elements of Q, the former immediately and the latter since (?i + q2i + q¡j + qtk)4 = (qi + q2i + q3j + qtk)2 = qi + q2 + q3 + qt.
But Q is not Boolean-like since (10) is not satisfied for a=i, b=j.
if(iAj) -kii + j + k) « 1 + * + j9* 3iji= k). Here, under hypothesis,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (a, a')(6, 6')(a, a')*(6, 6')* = (aa*66*. a'a'*6'6'*) = (0, 0). The particular case 7 = 1, 7' = 0 is isomorphic with the direct product BXB(*). Again, the case 7 = 0,7' = 1 is isomorphic with JJ4 (beginning of §3);
The case 7 = 0, 7'=0 is readily seen to be merely a linear transform of (and therefore isomorphic with) the preceding ¿[(l)1 '3] ; here i2 = 0, that is ^"(O)1'2" and
In the same direct manner as in Theorem 8 one easily proves each of the remaining theorems of this section.
Theorem 9. Let B be a Boolean ring. A necessary and sufficient condition for the hypercomplex ring B[j] = {6 + b'j + b"j2} (j3 = yj2 + y'j + y"; 6, 6', b", 7, 7', 7" in B)
to be Boolean-like over B is that (18) 7" = 0, 7' = 7*.
Theorem 10. Let B be a Boolean ring. A necessary and sufficient condition for the hypercomplex ring (4) Let RXR = Ri2) denote the direct product of the ring R with itself. Rm is immediately representable as the special hypercomplex ring over R: Rw = {r^ji+r^ji} (n, r2GR;j'l=ji,jl=j1, jiji=jiji = 0). If R (and hence also i? (2)) has a unit element, it is represented by ji+ji. In other coordinates, Rm is also representable as the hypercomplex system Rw= \r+r 'i] (r, r'&R, ¿J = i), a representation in which the unit element of Rw is 1 = 1+01. The correspondence which establishes the isomorphism of these two hypercomplex representations of Rw is given by r1ji+r2J2-*r1 + (ri-ri)i. is Boolean-like. 5 . Nilpotency, idempotency, ideals, and so on. In this section we make some general observations about idempotency, and so on, most of which apply to arbitrary commutative rings with unit element, £. In any £ the concept of idempotency is self-dual, 
which is the first half of (24). The second half of (24) follows from the part just proved by observing that the transformation ß = l-a interchanges the first and second parts of (23), and also of (24). 
r A a(= r + a -rd) G ft if a G ft, t G RIf by a*, the complement of the ideal a (or more generally, of the subclass a), we mean the class {a*}, öGft, the duality theorem shows that the complement a* of an X-ideal is a A-ideal, and conversely. When the ring R is described in the dual ffi, A "coordinate system" (see [l] ) rather than in the conventional +, X one, one has of course to replace the usual X-factor ring R/a ( = R/ax) by the dual A-factor ring R/aA. From the treatment of duality and general transformation theory of [2] it follows that these are isomorphic, (26) R/ax sa F/oa.
The set N of all nilpotent elements of R form an X-ideal in R, the nilpotent-ideal, since ,** = 0 -♦ (rr,f = r'V' = 0 (r G F), t' t" it 771 = 0 and t?2 = 0-> (t/i -ij2) =0, t = max (t', t").
The factor ring R/Nx then has only the one nilpotent element, 0. Dual to this, the unipotent elements U form a A-ideal, U = N* (by 22), and (27) R/Ua c* R/Nx, and further, R/Ua has only the one unipotent element, 1. The Boolean ring (algebra) J is called the idempotent-ßoolean ring (algebra) of £. It is to be noted that, for any £, (J, X, A, *) is a sub-a/ge*ra of the Logical algebra (see §2) (£, X, A, *) of £, but in general, in view of (29), (J, +r, X) is not also a sub ring of (£, +, X). Applicable to Boolean-like rings, however, we have the immediate:
For a ring (£, +, X) of characteristic 2, +r=+ and the idempotent-Boolean ring J of R is a subring of R. The essential content of Theorem 18 is the possibility, and not the uniqueness of the representation (35) for each h of H; uniqueness follows from possibility, even for more general rings than H (Theorem 13).
On the other hand Theorem 18 is not exclusively satisfied by Booleanlike rings; there even exist commutative rings with unit element, of characteristic 2, which are non Boolean-like, and which satisfy Theorem 18. Such for example is the quaternion ring, Q, oí §3, whose idempotent elements are {0, 1} =/, and whose nilpotent elements are JO, 1+i, 1+j, 1+k, i+j, i+k, j + k, 1+i+j + k} =N, from which it is easily seen that each element of Q has a unique additive decomposition But from (l°)-(4°) it is seen that rr* = ?7 and therefore (36), and with it Theorem 19, is satisfied, because of (4°). We have the immediate corollary. With an eye on Theorem 19 we ask : Can at least one H be synthesized from given abstract N and J: More exactly, given an arbitrary abstract Boolean ring (/, +', X') and an arbitrary abstract zero-ring (N, +", X"), does there exist at least one corresponding Boolean-like ring (77, +, X)=H:(J, N), that is one whose idempotent and nilpotent subrings are respectively isomorphic with J and N? (In this connection it should be remarked that the stronger conjecture, made tempting by Theorem 19, that H = JXN (direct product) is false, except in the trivial case where N= {0j (that is, 77 = 7), since only then is J (like N) an ideal in 77, an obviously necessary condition for direct product representation^).)
We shall immediately answer the above question in the affirmative classification of the possible JJ's which correspond to given J and N involves the study of many-one "representations" of J within the algebra N. This problem is of considerable independent interest as a companion to (and one lying closer to the classical representation theory of groups and algebras than) the class representation [3 ] of abstract Boolean algebras. We shall not here enter into this problem. (See however §8.)
From the representation theory of Boolean algebra as given by Stone [3] , we require the result that : each Boolean ring contains at least one prime ideal. We now prove: Theorem 22. To each given abstract Boolean ring (J, +', X') and each abstract zero-ring (N, +", X") there corresponds at least one Boolean-like ring H = H:(J,N).
Proof. Let b be a prime ideal in J. Let (H, +, X ) be defined as follows :
(6,7,) = (6', "') -» 6 = 6', " = "'.
(42.2) (6i, 7,1) + (62, t,2) = def. = (6i +' 62,77, +" t,2).
We first define Here one readily shows that exactly two abstractly different Boolean-like rings (77, +, Xi), (77, +, X2) correspond to 74, Nt. If we represent the elements of either ring by the same set (42.1), the two +'s are of course identical and given by (42.2); Xi is determined by Theorem 22, while X2 is generated from the following table :
017,1 = TJl, 017,2 = 0, 0l(7,l + 772) = 7)!, 027)1 = 0, 027J2 = 7,2, 02(t,1 + 7,2) = 7J2.
There are then, for example, exactly 5 abstractly distinct Boolean-like rings of 24 elements : the above two, corresponding to Ji, Nt; and one each corresponding to Jxi, Nx; J3, N2; J2, N».
The structure of all finite Boolean-like rings is determined by Theorem 23, in which the notation II = H2h, and so on, is that of (40), (41).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 8. On factorization. This section is essentially a preface to a general theory of prime factorization, both elementary and ideal-theoretic, in arbitrary Boolean-like rings, a study not here undertaken and one which leans heavily on the many-one representations of Boolean rings mentioned in §7 (see also below). We here confine ourselves to an illustration of (elementary) prime factorization in a finite Boolean-like ring, and to several observations on primes, and so on, pertinent thereto.
Let N= {77} and J= {b} be the nilpotent ideal and the idempotent Bool- (b) if p is not 1-like, then a necessary and sufficient condition for p+r¡ to be a prime of 77 is that 77 be not fixed under p, (*) The (two word) terminology "unit element," consistently employed to denote the usual multiplicative-identity, is not to be confused with the single word "unit" used synonymously with "a divisor of 1." This terminology, while sometimes awkward, seems more standard than that used in the earlier papers [l, 2, 4] , in which "unity" = "unity element" (German Einheit) was used in place of the present "unit. "
(7) As is well known / (and hence also H) may of course contain no prime element. We shall not write down the associated classes in detail; it may, however, be verified, exactly as in the previous example, that each such associated class may be expressed as the product of prime classes, but not always uniquely. The uniqueness of the representation is restored if one agrees not to distinguish between the prime classes belonging to the same prime of J, despite the non-associated nature of these classes. It is planned to take up these matters in detail at another time in connection with the study of zero-ring representations of Boolean rings previously referred to.
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